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BENGALS AT BEARS
BEARS SCHEDULE

home games shaded

Sept. 8

Sept. 15

Sept. 22

Sept. 29

Oct. 6

Oct. 10

Oct. 20

Oct. 27

Nov. 4

Nov. 10

Nov. 17

Nov. 24

Dec. 1

Dec. 9

Dec. 15

Dec. 22

Dec. 29

CIN
Noon
WBBMCh. 2

MIN
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

@PIT
7:30
WMAQCh. 5

@DET
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

N.O.
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

NYG
7:25
NFL
Network

@WAS
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

OPEN
DATE

@GB
7:40
ESPN

DET
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

BAL
Noon
WBBMCh. 2

@STL
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

@MIN
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

DAL
7:40
ESPN

@CLE
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

@PHI
Noon
WFLDCh. 32

GB
Noon
WFLDCh. 32
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Blueprint in place
The chances of quarterback Jay Cutler getting a new contract from the Bears will depend on how well he does this season under the watchful eye of first-year coach Marc Trestman.

Now it’s up to
Cutler & Co. to
make Trestman’s
offense work

Angelo expects
big Cutler year

By Dan Wiederer

Tribune reporter

T

he posters were scattered
around various locker stalls at
Halas Hall this week with the
Hollywood-esque promotion
for the 2013 season.
The image: Jay Cutler, Brandon Marshall, Julius Peppers, Matt Forte, Charles
Tillman and Lance Briggs superimposed on
the Chicago skyline.
The slogan: “Believe in Monsters.”
It’s an action-movie campaign built
around the Bears’ long-standing classification as “Monsters of the Midway.” But pull
the curtain back a touch to reveal the mad
scientist behind these monsters …
When the Bears open their season
Sunday at Soldier Field against the Bengals,
they’ll do so with a new boss who’s
bespectacled and brainy and who, in a
survey filled out to help the NFL introduce
its eight new head coaches, provided a
glimpse into his personality.
Marc Trestman’s primary hobby: walking dogs.
His favorite food: grilled salmon.
The last book he read: “A New Earth” by
Eckhart Tolle, a spiritual opus from Oprah’s
Book Club, encouraging readers to better
manage their egos in a way that leads to true
fulfillment.
Does any of that sound monstrous?
So perhaps a more appropriate catchphrase is needed for the opening of this new
Bears era.
Believe in Balance? Believe in Efficiency?
Believe in the Mastermind?
Trestman’s reputation as an offensive savant
has players convinced big things are ahead.
“The reputation? You see it immediately,”
Forte said. “It’s true. He is the mastermind
of the offense and all its ins and outs. He
knows so much about different coverages,
about teams’ tendencies. We have to trust in
him that he’s going to put us in the best
position to make plays.”
Now comes the first major test: a highly
anticipated opener against a disruptive
Bengals defense in which Trestman must
strategize and tinker to unlock his offense’s
full potential.
His biggest objective is to elevate Cutler
from a talented quarterback prone to
inconsistency and frustration into a talented quarterback who can regularly catalyze deep playoff runs. But to do so,
Trestman will need to carefully configure
the parts around Cutler.
He’ll need to work with and sometimes
around a line that has four new starters,
including two rookies.
He’ll need to find a legitimate second
receiver who can break Cutler’s dependence on Marshall. (Paging Alshon Jeffery).
He’ll need to find the optimal usage of
Forte to fortify both the running and
passing attacks. And he’ll need to employ
shrewd and unpredictable play-calling to
establish the identity he’s after.
“I said it from the beginning: We just
want to play efficient football,” Trestman
said. “Take care of the ball. … We think
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Receiver Brandon Marshall, running back Matt Forte, receiver Alshon Jeffery and tight end
Martellus Bennett should get many opportunities to thrive in Trestman’s offense.

“I’m just a piece of the puzzle. It takes those
10 other guys to do their jobs for me to do mine.”
— Quarterback Jay Cutler, who spread the ball around during the third exhibition game

we’ve got a great upside here, and that could
evolve starting on Sunday. But as with all
offenses, taking care of the football is the
No. 1 thing.”

Focus on supporting cast
Over the next four months, the predictable narrative will be hammered over and
over — a reminder that this should be
Cutler’s defining season as a Bear, a contract
year in a new offense with an expectation
that the eighth-year quarterback will improve enough under Trestman to push the
Bears back into the postseason for the first
time since, well, Cutler was pedaling away a
maddening 2010 NFC title game loss to the
Packers on an exercise bike.
But Cutler’s productivity depends heavily on the help around him and the moves his
new coach can make to develop the
supporting cast.
“Trest does a good job of putting
ownership on everybody on the offense and
making sure that everyone’s accountable,”
Cutler said Thursday. “I’m just a piece of the
puzzle. It takes those 10 other guys to do
their jobs for me to do mine.”
New tight end Martellus Bennett can’t
speak to the frustrations that have exasperated Cutler in the past as he cycled through
three offensive coordinators and worked
behind an offensive line that has provided
less protection than a mall cop. But Bennett
does sense Cutler has embraced Trestman’s
guidance and has a valuable comfort
heading into the opener.
“He understands that a lot of guys get it,”
Bennett said. “It’s not only about guys who
can make plays around you but having guys
who understand what it takes and what’s
wanted from them. He enjoys that the most.
Everyone knows what’s expected and how
to do it.”
In the Bears’ third exhibition game,
considered the most telling measuring stick
before September, Cutler and his 10 other
guys found their groove in Trestman’s system.
The first-unit offense was on the field for
a half, had six possessions and scored on
five of them.
“And we left a lot of yards out on the
field,” Bennett said.
Not bad for a two-quarter surge that
produced 252 yards and 27 points.

In the balance
Yes, that was against a Raiders defense
easier to carve through than an Easter ham.
And without question, the resistance will be
stronger Sunday from a Bengals defense
that has one of the more imposing front
sevens in the NFL.
Still, that rehearsal in Oakland provided a
model for the pace Trestman wants to play
with, for the purpose he wants the offense
to have.
“I was impressed with our tempo, the
variety we had,” left tackle Jermon Bushrod
said. “We had a good mix. We fought to
protect Jay. Jay got the ball out. The running
backs hit holes and made plays. And wide
receivers caught the ball when needed.”
An offensive line still finding its footing
didn’t give up a sack, a welcome convenience for Cutler, who has been sacked 148
times as a Bear.
Most notably, the first-half outburst
against the Raiders came with Marshall
being held without a catch. Instead, it was
Forte (109 total yards) and Jeffery (seven
catches, 77 yards) taking their turns as the
major weapons.
Forte points to Cutler’s longest completion of the preseason, a 32-yard touchdown.
It came on a ball Forte hauled in 5 yards
behind the line of scrimmage immediately
after rookie right tackle Jordan Mills
delivered a cut block at the line.
Jeffery engulfed cornerback Mike Jenkins along the right sideline. Further downfield, Bennett sent Joselio Hanson rolling
like a bowling ball, then squared up on
Brandian Ross.
“If that doesn’t happen, I get a good gain,”
Forte said. “But I don’t score the touchdown.
So it’s about hard work from an entire team.”

Keeping it simple
The lesson, Forte believes, is that the
Bears’ packages under Trestman won’t
always need to be wildly innovative or pack
significant sizzle. Moreso, it’s about an
entire unit understanding concepts and
dialing in to execute.
Now, of course, with the page flip into the
regular season, Trestman has the luxury —
and the responsibility — of opening up the
playbook.

Former Bears general manager
Jerry Angelo delivered scouting reports on his Facebook page on the four
starting quarterbacks in the NFC
North. That includes Jay Cutler,
whom Angelo acquired in the spring
of 2009 when he was calling the shots
for the Bears. Here is Angelo’s frank
analysis:
“Jay Cutler — He has all the physical
tools. His arm strength, release and
precise passes make him dangerous
from anywhere on the field. He moves
well and throws well on the run. … But
his numbers and most QB rankings are
pedestrian, given his talent. The question is why? Part of the problem, he’s
going on his fourth coordinator since
arriving in Chicago. …
“From his standpoint, two issues
stand out to me. First he needs to
distribute the ball consistently to his
secondary receivers. His penchant to
have a favorite receiver is understandable but not at the expense of ignoring
the others. … All the elite quarterbacks
create receivers.
“The second concern ties into the
first; his lack of consistency and
production in the red zone. It’s not all
on Cutler, but it’s where the top
quarterbacks distinguish themselves.
The Bears were tied for 22nd in
offense when they got down there.
He’s better than that, and they have
enough established weapons to exploit
opponents when they are down there.
“The optimum word for Cutler is
‘trust’: in himself, those around him
and what he’s asked to do. …
“Usually at this point, you either get
it or you don’t. He has an offensive
specialist as his head coach, and it’s
going to take the help of a specialist for
him to reach his ceiling. I think it’s a
good bet he’ll have a top year.”
Subtly, several players hinted this week
that the fireworks lit in Oakland were
sparklers compared with what’s ahead. But
just how quickly can the Bears light the wick?
Trestman warned Thursday that initially,
the team’s biggest strengths will remain
defense and special teams.
And Cutler, asked if he was having fun
with the learning process as so much new
information comes flooding at him, tilted
his head and squinted.
“Ehhhh,” he said. “I’m still learning. It’s
hard. Especially at this point, whenever it’s
game week and we still are kind of learning
things, we’re learning things on the move
and we’ve got to prepare for a game. But it’s
football.”
The real fun will come with victories.
And the victories come with offensive
productivity. And that productivity, Trestman continues to assert, comes with
efficiency and good decisions and exhaustive attention to detail.
Again, those aren’t priorities often associated with monsters. But they may be the
foremost keys to where this Bears season
heads.
dwiederer@tribune.com
Twitter @danwiederer

